Peripheral electrosense physiology: a review of recent findings.
Advances, since 1974, in understanding the physiology of electroreceptors are reviewed. In brief: 1. In fish that produce a weak electric discharge with electric organs, the tuberous electroreceptors are generally most sensitive to stimulus frequencies near the species', individual's, and even local, waveform of the electric organ discharge; there is a good match between receptor sensitivity and the normal stimulus. 2. The ability of tuberous electroreceptors to detect field distortions produced by reasonably sized objects is limited; an object must be closer than a body-length to be detected, and the afferent response is a negative power function of object distance. 3. The second major electroreceptor class, the ampullary electroreceptors, is sensitive to low frequency, low intensity electric fields, and this acute sensitivity results in the ability of the receptors in marine species to detect magnetic fields on the order of the Earth's. 4. The calcium ion is essential for normal functioning of ampullary electroreceptors.